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Date: January 25, 2022 

To: Blair Banker 

From: Joe Bessman, PE  

Project Reference No.: 1682 

Project Name: Trans Cascadia Excursions Campground and Crow’s Feet Outpost 

This memorandum provides trip generation estimates for two separate and adjacent projects planned in 
Westfir: 1) the Crow’s Feet Outpost and 2) the Trans Cascadia Excursions Campground. These reports have 
been combined to ensure that the transportation impacts of the two adjacent projects are fully captured, 
particularly given the interaction expected between these two adjacent uses.  

The Crow’s Feet Outpost is a retail project that will redevelop the existing and vacant building shell 
attached to the post office, providing new retail services and amenities for the community. Preliminary 
layouts show a small market, bike shop, and taproom/café alongside the existing post office. The site is 
situated within Lane County’s Community Commercial (CC) zoning allowing this use outright, and in fact 
this site was previously approved for retail services and a small market. The proposed services are 
intended to support the new campground, tourists, and surrounding residents of Westfir, but are small in 
scale and would only provide a limited regional travel draw from areas outside the city and the nearby 
Oakridge area. Generally, with the small scale of the market this will support convenience-oriented trips 
that would otherwise be required to travel to farther locations and will be particularly beneficial adjacent 
to the proposed campground.  

The second project is the Trans Cascadia Excursions Campground, which is planned to support up to 37 
total camping sites along with supporting amenities. This will include 28 campsites with 9 domes being 
constructed as part of a future phase. This campground will cater to typical overnight uses. 
Accommodations will support small (Class A) motorhomes/vans, small travel trailers, tent camping, and 
domes, which are pre-assembled camping structures (similar to a yurt). The campground will include 
centralized restrooms and shower facilities, as well as recreational space and activities. It is assumed that 
the primary draw of the site is its proximity to the river, bike trails, and other outdoor activities throughout 
the surrounding area. 

Given the adjacency and interaction between these compatible uses, a pathway is proposed that will link 
the two sites together, reducing the need for trips between the sites to travel to access the public street 
system. The locations of the proposed sites are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Site vicinity map showing the Trans Cascadia Excursions Campground and Crow’s Feet Retail 
Areas. Note: Site plans are preliminary and subject to change as part of the planning and design 
process. 

TRIP GENERATION ESTIMATES 

Trip generation estimates were prepared for each project separately, though there will certainly be 
interaction between uses based on the proximity and types of supporting goods and services. Trip 
generation estimates were prepared based on ITE’s recently released Trip Generation Manual, 11th 
Edition, which is standard industry practice for estimating trips but provides a very poor estimate of trips 
within small rural settings, and particularly for the retail uses within an area with such a small population. 
All of the surveys used to compile the ITE data are based on surveys of suburban locations that are 
generally limited by the market area shaped by competitor sites rather than by the supporting population. 
Regardless, this data was provided as is typical practice throughout Lane County. 

For the Trans Cascadia Excursions Campground the most applicable land use classification included within 
the ITE manual is Land Use 416: Campground/Recreational Vehicle Park, as defined below: 

A campground/recreational vehicle park is a recreational site that accommodates campers, 
trailers, tents, and recreational vehicles on a transient basis. They are found in a variety of 
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locations and provide a variety of facilities, often including restrooms with showers and 
recreational facilities, such as a swimming pool, convenience store, and laundromat. 

As shown, this land use describes all of the Trans Cascadia Excursions Campground uses, and also includes 
an account of convenience-oriented services as is planned as part of the campground. In fact, if the two 
projects were combined under single ownership this definition could be extended to include the services 
within the adjacent Crow’s Feet Outpost. The ITE trip generation manual provides a trip rate not based on 
the total number of campsites, but based on the number of Occupied Sites, which will obviously vary 
seasonally. To assess worst-case impacts, it was conservatively assumed that the site was fully occupied, 
which is likely only reflective of peak summer season demands, with lesser impacts expected during the 
remainder of the year. With many of the nearby attractions within walking and biking distance, it was 
estimated that about 20% of the daily trips will be made using non-vehicular travel modes. 

For the Crow’s Feet Outpost trip generation estimates could be prepared in two separate ways. As a multi-
tenant retail site the individual tenant spaces could be separately classified with various land use codes, 
or the site as a whole could be assigned to a broader retail category. The site is planned to include a small 
market (1,550 square-feet), a bike shop (3,000 square-feet), and a taproom/café that together with the 
restrooms and kitchen will include about 1,085 square-feet. An apartment will be built on the upper story 
of the existing building, but all of the retail uses will be situated within the existing shell of the building, 
and the existing post office will remain. 

Review of the ITE manual shows that there are no specific land use classifications to capture the proposed 
bike shop, and while there is data for markets the data is based on much larger sites than the small 
convenience-oriented space proposed. Accordingly, trip generation estimates were prepared based on 
the broad classification using ITE 822: Strip Retail Plaza, as defined below: 

A strip retail plaza is an integrated group of commercial establishments that is planned, developed, 
owned, and managed as a unit. Each study site in this land use has less than 40,000 square feet of 
gross leasable area (GLA). Because a strip retail plaza is open-air, the GLA is the same as the gross 
floor area of the building. The 40,000 square feet GFA threshold between strip retail plaza and 
shopping plaza (Land Use 821) was selected based on an examination of the overall shopping 
center/plaza database. No shopping plaza with a supermarket as its anchor is smaller than 40,000 
square feet GLA. 

The trip generation potential of the upper-level residence was classified based on ITE’s Land Use 210: 
Single-Family Detached Housing as it will not share a wall with another residential use. The characteristics 
of a single residential unit over a retail area is somewhat unique in that the resident will most likely 
manage and/or operate the lower-level retail space. 

For a typical trip generation estimate, credits are also provided to existing site uses that are being removed 
or replaced. The Crow’s Feet Outpost will be replacing a vacated retail building shell that formerly 
accommodated retail and market uses. This would similarly be classified using the same land use code as 
the proposed site, and as the building will not be expanded the only trip difference would effectively be 
associated with the upper-level residence. The prior site would also not benefit from a direct connection 
to the campground as is proposed, but within a small and walkable community this difference is negligible. 
However, we recognize that as a vacant building there is no current activity being generated today, and 
while the overall trip levels will be similar to what was previously experienced, the tenant change will be 
a change to the community given the time that has lapsed since the building was occupied. 
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Table 1 summarizes the ITE-based trip generation estimates for the site. This trip generation estimates 
includes standard pass-by and internal trip rates based on ITE’s standard reference Trip Generation 
Handbook, 3rd Edition, which are defined below: 

• Internal Trips: Trips that do not impact the public roadway system. This includes trips between 
adjacent retail uses, or could include walking trips between the campground and retail uses that 
occur by walking and do not impact the public roadway system. 

• Pass-by Trips: These are trips that are already on the roadway system (such as a trip to work or 
home) that travels adjacent to the site and turns into the driveway before continuing on their 
prior journey. Pass-by trips typically have limited impacts at the site driveways. 

As is typical for two adjacent and compatible uses, an internal trip rate of 20% was assumed between the 
campground and the retail site, indicating that patrons of the campsite will walk rather than drive to these 
adjacent uses. The direct pathway connection that is planned will avoid impacts of these internal trips on 
the public street system. 

Table 1. Estimated ITE-Based Trip Generation (Source: ITE Trip Generation, 11th Edition) 

Land Use ITE Code Size 
Weekday 

Daily Trips 

Weekday PM Peak Hour 

Total In Out 

Existing Site Uses (Trip Credits Based on Prior Approvals) 

Strip Retail Plaza (<40,000 SF) 

   Internal Trips (20%)   
   Pass-by Trips (34%) 
Base ITE Trip Rate 

822 5,635 SF 

307 
-61 
-84 

54.45/KSF 

37 
-7 

-10 
6.59/KSF 

19 
-4 
-5 

50% 

18 
-3 
-5 

50% 

Total 162 20 10 10 

Proposed Site Uses 

Campground 
   Walking and Biking Trips (20%) 
Total Trans Cascadia Excursions 
Trips 

416 

37 Sites 
(assumes 

full 
occupancy) 

Est. 100 
-20 

80 

No ITE Data 

10 
-2 
8 

0.27/Site 

6 
-1 
5 

65% 

4 
-1 
3 

35% 

Strip Retail Plaza (<40,000 SF) 

   Internal Trips (20%)   
   Pass-by Trips (34%) 
 

822 5,635 SF 

307 
-61 
-84 

54.45/KSF 

37 
-7 

-10 
6.59/KSF 

19 
-4 
-5 

50% 

18 
-3 
-5 

50% 

Single-Family Attached Housing 210 1 Unit 
9 

9.43/Unit 
1 

0.94/Site 
1 

63% 
0 

37% 

Total Crow’s Feet 171 21 11 10 

Total Trans Cascadia Excursions + Crows Feet 251 29 16 13 

Trip Generation Comparison (Proposed – Existing Trips) 

Total Trips (Proposed Uses – Existing Site Uses) +89 +9 +6 +3 
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The trip generation estimate in Table 1 effectively shows that only the campground and new residence 
will generate new trips compared to what was previously built on the two sites. It also provides standard 
suburban trip rates for a retail building that are clearly over-estimating the potential impacts within a 
small community of the former and proposed building uses. The ITE-based trip generation estimates 
shown in Table 1 indicate that each resident of the community would need to make a single trip to and 
from the Crows Feet Outpost daily to reach the trip levels shown. Given the limited population, actual 
trips are expected to be about one-quarter to one-third of the values shown, with about a fifth to a quarter 
of the trips occurring directly between the two uses using the pathway.  

While the ITE data significantly over-estimates the retail trips, it does provide a reasonable approach to 
estimate peak seasonal demands at the campground. This is likely a result of the ITE-based surveys of 
other campgrounds presumably being similarly located within rural areas. With so many nearby 
attractions with this particular site, and with mountain biking serving as the primary area draw it is very 
likely that trip rates will be lower as campground guests leave directly from the site to the nearby trails by 
bike or shuttle van, not adding trips to Westfir’s roadways or added parking demands at the trailhead. 
The campground trips will primarily be associated with arrival and departure rather than the daily outings. 

Table 2 provides a more reasonable range of trip rates that accounts for the limited area population and 
area characteristics. This shows a 75% reduction in the commercial rates and excludes pass-by trips from 
the estimate, showing a more reasonable peak hour impact (during the peak season) of about 7 trip ends 
to the retail site.  

Table 2. Engineer’s Estimated Peak Summertime Trip Generation Rates 

Land Use ITE Code Size 
Weekday 

Daily Trips 

Weekday PM Peak Hour 

Total In Out 

Peak Summer Season Trip Rates (June through August) 

Campground 
   Walking and Biking Trips (20%) 
Total Trans Cascadia Excursions 
Trips 
Base ITE Trip Rate 

416 
37 Sites 
(100% 
Occ.) 

Est. 1001 
-20 
80 

No ITE Data 

10 
-2 
8 

0.27/Site 

6 
-1 
5 

65% 

4 
-1 
3 

35% 

Strip Retail Plaza (<40,000 SF) 

   Small Community Factor (75%) 
   Internal Trips (20%)   
   Pass-by Trips (0%) 

Total Trips 
Base ITE Trip Rate 

822 5,635 SF 

307 
-230 
-15 
-0 
62 

54.45/KSF 

37 
-28 
-2 
-0 
7 

6.59/KSF 

19 
-14 
-1 
-0 
4 

50% 

18 
-14 
-1 
-0 
3 

50% 

Single-Family Attached Housing 210 1 Unit 
9 

9.43/Unit 
1 

0.94/Site 
1 

63% 
0 

37% 

Total Crow’s Feet Trips 71 8 5 3 

Peak Season Total Trips 151 16 10 6 

1 Note: Weekday daily trip data is not available within the ITE Manual for a campground so was estimated as 

approximately 10 times the peak hour trips. 

With these types of seasonal uses there is historically a six-month window of operations each year, with 
significantly reduced tourist volumes throughout the shoulder season and winter months. To understand 
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the travel difference throughout the year, data was reviewed from ODOT’s permanent traffic count 
station 20-017 which is located on Highway 58 near Oakridge (just east of Kitson Springs Road). This data 
shows that Highway 58 peaks during the months of July and August, with highway traffic volumes between 
November and April less than 50% of these peak values. 

 
Figure 2. Automatic Traffic Recorder Station Data on Highway 58 near Oakridge. 

Trips to campgrounds experience a sharper decline than highway travel, as the majority of travel trailers 
and RVs are not designed for year-round camping. In addition, despite the low elevation of the proposed 
site, travel through mountain passes in the winter is not possible on Aufderhide Drive as the road is not 
maintained for winter travel, and Highway 58 from Crescent operates under winter advisory conditions 
for a good portion of the season. The only way to reach the site in the winter, without mountainous winter 
travel, is from Highway 58 west of Oakridge. Similar to other campsites throughout the region it is 
expected that during the winter and shoulder season occupancy of the campground will vary between 
10% and 30% of its capacity. 

Table 3 provides engineer’s estimated trip rates reflective of off-season demands during the winter 
months (generally about November through April). This estimate conservatively assumes 30% occupancy 
of the campsites and half the retail customers (based on volume trends measured along OR 58. Given the 
lower travel during this season no pass-by trips were assigned to the retail area, resulting in just less than 
half the trips that were estimated during the peak summer season. 

Winter trip rates are not provided but would reflect further trip reductions from those rates shown during 
the shoulder seasons. These rates would show occupancy of the campsites closer to 10%, and additional 
reductions in retail trips based on the reductions in tourism and general travel in the area. 
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Table 3. Engineer’s Estimated Shoulder Season Trip Generation Rates 

Land Use ITE Code Size 
Weekday 

Daily Trips 

Weekday PM Peak Hour 

Total In Out 

Winter Season Trip Rates (approx. November Through April) 

Campground 
   Walking and Biking Trips (20%) 
Total Trans Cascadia Excursions 
Trips 
Base ITE Trip Rate 

416 
37 Sites 

(30% Occ.) 

Est. 301 
-6 
24 

No ITE Data 

3 
-1 
2 

0.27/Site 

2 
-1 
1 

65% 

1 
0 
1 

35% 

Strip Retail Plaza (<40,000 SF) 

   Small Community Factor (75%) 
   Seasonal Factor (50%) 
Pass-by Trips (0%) 

Total Trips 
Base ITE Trip Rate 

822 5,635 SF 

307 
-230 
-39 
-0 
38 

54.45/KSF 

37 
-28 
-4 
-0 
5 

6.59/KSF 

19 
-14 
-2 
-0 
3 

50% 

18 
-14 
-2 
-0 
2 

50% 

Single-Family Attached Housing 210 1 Unit 
9 

9.43/Unit 
1 

0.94/Site 
1 

63% 
0 

37% 

Total Crow’s Feet Trips 47 6 4 2 

Shoulder Season Total Trips 71 8 5 3 

1 Note: Weekday daily trip data is not available within the ITE Manual for a campground so was estimated as 

approximately 10 times the peak hour trips. 

Again, while the change from the current conditions with the vacant building to those following 
redevelopment are reflected within the tables, as the vacant retail building was previously approved to 
support new retail tenants, only the campsite and residence generate “new” trips for County impact 
purposes. 

SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS 

This trip generation letter was prepared based on industry-standard methods to assess trips, but also 
provides more reasonable estimates based on the limited size of the community. As outlined herein, the 
standard ITE-based trip rates for the Crow’s Feet Outpost are not in any way calibrated to a small 
community. However, as these uses will be located within a building previously planned and approved for 
similar uses, the overall impact of this site will be similar to its prior use. While this will be experienced as 
a change to area residents given the unoccupied status of the building, it will provide needed support 
services to the community that will reduce longer-distance trips and provide a unique experience for 
residents and tourists. Its direct integration with the campground will benefit both sites. 

The Trans Cascadia Excursions Campground will benefit from its location adjacent to area attractions, 
allowing many of its daily outing trips to occur via non-vehicular modes or by shuttle van directly from the 
campground. This type of use will be highly seasonal, with low use during the winter months and shoulder 
season. This component is expected to generate about 80 weekday daily trips during the peak summer 
months, with about 8 trips during the commute hour (equivalent to about 8 homes). Impacts during the 
shoulder season are expected to be about 24 weekday daily trips as occupancy drops to about 30%, with 
even lower winter rates. 
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I trust that these materials provide the city with adequate information to complete its review of the 
pending applications. Thank you for the opportunity to provide these transportation materials, if you have 
any questions I can be reached at (503) 997-4473 or via email at joe@transightconsulting.com. 

Attachments: 

• Crow’s Feet Outpost Preliminary Site Plan 

• Trans Cascadia Campground Preliminary Site Plan 

mailto:joe@transightconsulting.com
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QUERCUS RUBRA (RED OAK)

MEDIUM CANOPY DECIDUOUS SHADE TREE (1-1/2" CALIPER), SUCH AS:

ACER CIRCINATUM (VINE MAPLE)

LIQUIDAMBAR STYRACIFLUA (AMERICAN SWEETGUM)

LARGE SCREENING / BUFFER SHRUBS

50% 5 GALLON SIZE CONTAINER PLANT

50% 1 GALLON SIZE CONTAINER PLANT
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Westfir, Oregon

2144

TRANS CASCADIA
EXCURSIONS

no. date description

LAND USE SUBMITTAL

2021.09.14

T

SCHEMATIC
LANDSCAPE DESIGN

LS1.01

PROJECT INFORMATION

SITE TAX LOT NUMBERS: 21-35-07-40-00119

21-35-07-40-00129

ZONE: MU - MIXED USE

COMBINED LOT SIZE : 7.01 ACRES

FRONT YARD SETBACK: NO NE

REAR YARD SETBACK : NO NE OR 10' AT RES IDENTIAL ZONE

SIDEYARD SETBACK: NO NE OR 5' AT RESIDENTIAL ZONE

LANDSCAPE NOTES:

1. THIS PLAN IS SCHEMATIC IN NATURE AND INTENDED TO SHOW ZONING AND CODE COMPLIANCE .

2. ALL LANDSCAPE AREAS SHALL BE IRRIGATED WITH A PERMANENT UNDERGROUND IRRIGATION SYSTEM.

SHRUB AREAS SHALL BE IRRIGATED WITH A COMBINATION OF INLINE DRIP AND HIGH EFFICIENCY SPRAY.

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS SHALL FULLY IRRIGATE PLANT MATERIAL WHILE CONSIDERING PLANT MATERIAL

SIZE , LOCATIO N, AND APPROPRIATE ZONES TO MAXIMIZE EFFICIENT WATER USAGE.

3. IRRIGATION CONTROLLER SHALL BE A PROGRAMMABLE , EPA WATERSENSE SMART CONTROLLER WITH

AUTO-ADJUST CAPABILITIES .

4. ALL REQUIRED DECIDUOUS TREES SHALL HAVE A MINIMUM CALIPER OF 2" AT THE TIME OF PLANTING. ALL

REQUIRED CONIFEROUS TREES SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF 6' IN HEIGHT AT THE TIME OF PLANTING .

5. SOIL SHALL BE AMENDED PRIOR TO PLANTING FOR OPTIMAL HEALTH OF PLANT MATERIAL. A SOIL TEST

ANALYS IS WILL BE REQ UIRED TO DETERMINE APPROPRIATE AMENDMENTS.

6. FINAL PLANTING PLAN SHALL INCLUDE PREDO MINANTLY NATIVE OR ADAPTED, LOW-WATER USE PLANT

SPECIES.

7 . TREE SPECIES LISTED IN THE LANDSCAPE LEGEND ARE INTENDED TO SHOW THE CHARACTER OF THE

TREE PLANNED. SPECIES MAY VARY AT FINAL DESIG N.

8. ALL FENCING WILL BE BUILT ON PHASE 1.

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION


